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Principles of Defending 

The art of defe di g is t as o ple  as so e soccer oa hes a d pla ers fear. We e ofte  felt the 
following set of rules of how to defend properly are overlooked. Building a team with a clear 

understanding of how to defend can be the difference between success and failure. Consider the old 

sa i g if ou do t o ede, ou a t lose . Buildi g a tea  ith a stro g atta k is er  re ardi g 
when it works, ut hat happe s he  ou do t ha e the all? Or orse, a t get the all? 

 Many popular and successful teams rely on sharp incisive passing play and movement to unsettle 

the defensive shape of their opponents and exploit the space created with good effect. This style of 

passing play is incredibly attractive to watch and really epitomises soccer s title as The Beautiful 

Game . However even this seemingly irresistible style of attacking can be suppressed by a well lead, 

organized and hard working defensive unit. The BPL s Chelsea are well versed in the art of defending 

as a pack and winning the ball back quickly before countering with pace to devastating effect.  

So how is it done effectively? 

First things first, defenders are a unit; if you move up the field you do so together and vice versa. If 

Defenders move independently or lose concentration you leave pockets of space for opponents to 

play in, leaving you vulnerable for teams to play in behind you and the last direction you want to be 

looking as a defender is towards your own goal. 

Defenders must be a compact unit; if an attack is coming down your right side then you must 

concentrate your defence to that side and the closest defender becomes the 1
st
 Defender, moving 

down the line the players become 2
nd

, 3
rd

 and 4
th

 defenders assuming, of course, you are playing a 

back 4. The ball is the immediate danger, if there is an opposition player open and lingering on the 

opposite i g he is t a  i ediate da ger a d does t need to be man marked. Defenders 3 and 4 

must remain alert to off the ball runs in keeping a good balance and shape. If the ball gets played 

across to the opposite side the defence must shift their focus and close down space on the other 

side and the defensive order changes to suit. 

Now how to get the ball back? 

Defe di g is a ga e of patie e a d o posure. Do t o er commit to winning the ball back; if you 

take a chance and miss the ball you risk putting your team in unnecessary danger as we mentioned 

efore, ou do t a t to e hasi g a k to ards our o  goal. 
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The first principle of Defending: Pressuring/Delaying 

Delay the attacker once you have moved to meet them and apply pressure, slow them down and be 

a  o je t et ee  the all a d the atta ki g pla er s desti atio  at all ti es. The pla er ill ha e to 
change their pace to move past you, be alert to changes of pace and try to take the ball from them if 

the chance presents itself. Do t take a ha e a d ju p i to a halle ge. 

The Second Principle: Depth 

A second defender should be close by, providing the delaying defender with some depth. If the 

attacker manages to beat the first defender, this defender can now move in to take the ball. If the 

chance to take the ball does t prese t itself the  the se o d  defender becomes the first defender 

and delays, giving the first defender a chance to recover and provide more depth. This will slow 

down the attack even more. 

If the attacker passes the all a a  do t immediately chase the ball. The player you were defending 

might be making a dangerous off the ball run. Follow your man and remain organised. 

The Third Principle: Balance 

The Third (and fourth) defender must remain alert to off the ball runs. They must be careful to keep 

the defe si e shape a d ala e the defe e so the  do t lea e the sel es e posed hile ot 
being directly involved in winning the ball back. If the ball is passed to an attacker near them, they 

must be ready to close down space and block any shots on goal. 

Make play predictable 

When delaying an attacker you should look to force the player to move in one direction, do this by 

offering them a direction to move into, be sideways on and keep your weight even so you can move 

quickly towards the ball or move to take the ball away if a player tries to move around you. Move 

the player onto their weaker foot or towards a side line to limit their space and gain the upper hand. 

To conclude, defending needs good organisatio  to ork ell. There is al a s a oi e  i  e er  
successful defence- a leader to organise defenders and keep the unit working well to repel attacks. 

Just e ause ou are t the first defe der, o fro ti g the atta ker it does t ea  ou a  at h 
the game happen, you still have a vital role to play to make sure to attacking team do no score. Small 

lapses in concentration can be all it takes to concede a goal. Equally, a well organised defensive unit 

can be the building blocks for a strong and successful team. 
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